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It is one of the most challenging problems in computational bioscience to predict three-dimensional structures of proteins

with the input of only the amino-acid sequence information (prediction from the first principles). The goal of the present proj-

ect is to succeed in the prediction of the three-dimensional structures of a small protein from the first principles. For this pur-

pose, we chose a small protein with 56 amino acids (B1 domain of streptococcal protein G). We first performed a replica-

exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) simulation of protein G in vacuum with 96 replicas. The initial conformation was a

fully extended one. We solvated one of the obtained compact conformation in a sphere of water of radius 50 angstroms. The

total number of water molecules was 17,187 (the total number of atoms was 52,416 including the protein atoms). Using 112

nodes of the Earth Simulator, we performed a REMD simulation of this system with 224 replicas. The REMD simulation was

successful in the sense that we observed a random walk in potential energy space that suggests that a wide conformational

space was sampled. We observed formation of native-like secondary structures (α-helix and β-strands). 
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Report of the Results
There is a close relationship between the three-dimension-

al structures of proteins and their biological functions. The

study of protein structures is thus aimed at the understanding

of how proteins carry out their functions. The research in

this field is ultimately led not only to drug design and de

novo design of artificial proteins with specific functions but

also the elucidation of the pathogenic mechanism for the dis-

ease that is caused by misfolding of proteins (such as mad

cow disease and Alzheimer's disease).

It is widely believed that the three-dimensional structures

of proteins are determined solely by their amino-acid

sequence information. However, the prediction of protein

structures by computer simulations with the input of only the

amino-acid sequence (prediction from the first principles)

has yet to be accomplished. The main difficulty lies in the

fact that the number of internal degrees of freedom of pro-

tein systems is extremely large, and there exist a huge num-

ber of local minima in the energy function. It is a very chal-

lenging problem to find the global-minimum state in free

energy, which corresponds to the native protein structure,

because simulations by conventional algorithms will get

trapped in one of the local-minimum states. In order to over-

come this difficulty, we have developed three powerful sim-

ulation methods (which are examples of generalized-ensem-

ble algorithms; for a review, see Ref. 1)). They are replica-

exchange molecular dynamics (REMD)2), replica-exchange

multicanonical algorithm (REMUCA)3)-5), and multicanoni-

cal replica-exchange method (MUCAREM)3)-5). The first

method, REMD, has been immediately accepted by the pro-

tein folding community as soon as we announced it in Ref.

1), and REMD is now employed by the IBM BlueGene

Project6) and is also incorporated into a standard program

package, AMBER version 8,7) for protein simulations.

The goal of the present project is to succeed in the predic-

tion of the three-dimensional structures of proteins from the

first principles by employing the powerful simulation algo-

rithms that we developed (namely, REMD, REMUCA, and

MUCAREM). In particular, we try to predict, for the first

time, the three-dimensional structure of a small protein with

about 50 amino acids in water by simulations with atomistic

details incorporated.

This year we have performed molecular dynamics simula-

tions based on one of the generalized-ensemble algorithms,
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namely, REMD, using up to 112 nodes of the Earth

Simulator. The system that we studied is a small protein,

protein G, with 56 amino acids. The total number of atoms

in the protein is 855. We first performed a REMD simulation

of protein G in vacuum with 96 replicas. The initial confor-

mation was a fully extended one. In Fig. 1 we show this ini-

tial conformation. 

We then solvated one of the obtained compact conforma-

tion in a sphere of water of radius 50 angstroms. The total

number of water molecules was 17,187 (the total number of

atoms was 52,416 including the protein atoms). Using 112

nodes of the Earth Simulator, we performed a REMD simu-

lation of this system with 224 replicas. The REMD simula-

tion was successful in the sense that we observed a random

walk in potential energy space that suggests that a wide con-

formational space was sampled. In Fig. 2 we show the time

series of the potential energy. We indeed observe a random

walk in potential energy space.

During this REMD simulation we have observed many

occasions of the formation of native-like secondary struc-

tures (α-helix and β-strands). In Fig. 3 we show a snapshot

with native-like secondary structures. We now have to accu-

mulate the data with longer simulation time and analyze the

data in order to confirm whether or not the native structure

can be obtained by the present simulation as the global mini-

mum of the free energy.
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Fig. 1  The initial conformation of protein G for the first REMD simula-

tion in vacuum. The number of atoms in the protein is 855. 

Fig. 2  Time series of potential energy of some of the replicas during the

REMD simulation of protein G in explicit solvent. 

Fig. 3  A snapshot from a REMD simulation of protein G in explicit solvent. 
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